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Chapter 2 

 

The Mexican Liberal Party, the American Left, and 

The Emergence of International Solidarity 

 

The revolutionary movement in Mexico may be said to have begun with the liberals’ furious 

reaction to the pronouncements of Mexican Bishop Montes de Oca y Obregón, who, speaking in 

Paris in 1900, announced that, with the blessing of President Porfirio Díaz, the Catholic Church 

of Mexico was flourishing as never before. Moreover, said the prelate, the Reform Laws of the 

1850s, which had led to the seizure of church property a half century before, were now simply 

firebrands reduced to ashes. The Bishop exaggerated, but his praise of Díaz enraged many of the 

liberals in Mexico’s middle classes, principally because it was obviously so true that liberalism 

was a dead letter. The Church, symbol and, to a great extent, substance of the old order, whose 

wealth and power had been broken by Benito Juárez’s Liberal Revolution in the 1850s, had made 

its peace with President Porfirio Díaz and gradually seen much of its power restored. Through its 

control of both the churches and schools, Roman Catholicism had recouped its position as one of 

the most powerful institutions of Mexican society. The Liberals’ dream of a laissez-faire 

capitalist society based on competition had never really come to be; crony capitalism and 

monopoly flourished. Equally unacceptable, thought many of the liberals, the liberal Constitution 

of 1857 which had established a democratic, federal republic was being trampled underfoot. The 

liberal attempt to create a Republic and a free economy had instead led to an oligarchy at the top 

and the domination of local political bosses at the bottom. 

 

In truth, as the liberals well knew, Mexico had become a dictatorship under the former liberal 

general, Porfirio Díaz who had held power since 1871, that is, for almost thirty years. Díaz and 

his inner circle of wealthy landowners, industrialists and politicians known as the Liberal Union 

or more commonly as los científicos, had gathered economic and political power into their own 

hands, a national oligarchy, dispossessing the Indians and peasantry, exploiting the workers, 

while at the same time excluding many other businessmen and virtually the entire middle class 

from power at all levels. They had also encouraged the investment of foreign capitalists from the 

United States, Great Britain, and France, who now dominated the railroads, mining and other 

industries. Díaz had turned the Congress into a rubber stamp, the state governors into his 

lieutenants, and his local political bosses dominated the cities and towns. His army, los 

Federales, and his rural police, los Rurales, had succeeded not only in suppressing rebellion but 

also in stifling criticism by shutting down the opposition press. While there was a growing but 

quiet opposition among a sector of the modernizing bourgeoisie, especially in the North, the 

miserable and now virtually landless peasants who made up eight-five percent of the population 

had no voice, and the new industrial working class making up another five percent had yet to 

succeed in organizing itself. Finally, Díaz had made peace with the church which once again 

used the temple and the classroom to control the minds of the Mexican people. The Bishop was 

not only right that the Church had regained some of its power, said the liberals, but more 
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important the Constitution of 1857 was dead, and Mexico’s people had been politically 

disenfranchised and economically dispossessed.
1
  

 

There had been many local rebellions against Díaz over the years, by Indian and peasant 

communities or sometimes by townsfolk, but in reaction to the Bishop’s Paris speech, now for 

the first time there arose a radical movement attempting to organize a popular national 

movement for reform. Like all the other movements of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century this new movement would invoke the Liberal Party tradition of Benito Juárez who had 

fought the Conservatives in the great Reform of the 1850s and then led the resistance to the 

French Intervention in the 1860s. While classical liberalism meant republican government and 

laissez-faire capitalism, opposition groups used its rhetoric to defend everything from democracy 

and civil rights to peasant communal land holdings and labor unions. The new Mexican radical 

movements of the opening of the twentieth century would all use the rhetoric of liberalism, even 

as they fought for other ideals. 

 

The PLM and Regeneración: Resistance to the Dictator 

 

Whether in direct response to the Bishop’s speech, or coincidentally simultaneous with it, 

Camilo Arriaga, a wealthy mining engineer and former Congressman, published the manifesto 

“Invitation to the Liberal Party” on August 30. He invited liberals to join in creating a political 

party to defend and promote their ideals. Arriaga himself set an example by founding the 

“Ponciano Arriaga” Liberal Club named after his grandfather a leading liberal of the Juárez era. 

At the same time, the brothers Ricardo and Jesús Flores Magón of San Antonio Eloxochitlán, 

Teotitlán del Camino, Oaxaca began on August 7 to publish in Mexico City a new newspaper 

named, Regeneración (Regeneration). The paper’s purpose, said the authors, was to denounce 

miscarriages of justice in the courts, and it soon became an advocate of the new Liberal Party or 

Arriaga. By October, the paper was condemning “obstacles to the enjoyment of democratic 

rights,” and in November the paper was arguing that the “people are sovereign and authority is 

its servant. It is the people who have the right to claim submission and obedience of its servant.” 

When the year ended on December 31, Regeneración added to its masthead the slogan: “an 

independent newspaper of combat.”
2
  

 

When the Mexican Liberal Party’s founding convention took place in San Luis Potosí, on 

February 5, 1901, Ricardo Flores Magón attended as the delegate of the Mexico City Liberal 

Students Committee which he had organized and as the publisher of Regeneración. He took an 

active role in the convention and was immediately recognized as one of the now movement’s 

leaders. Later that month his paper published the Liberal Party platform that had been adopted by 

the convention, a document remarkable for its thoroughly moderate and reformist positions. The 

PLM called for respect for the laws, a liberal and civic education, honesty among public 
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officials, and the end to the practice of putting individual personalities above the Constitution 

and Reform Laws. There was nothing radical about the movement’s pronouncements.  

 

While the platform was mild, the group’s attitude was radical. “What was notable, nevertheless, 

in those days,” writes historian Arnaldo Córdova, “was the posture of frank and open opposition 

to the dictatorship,” (93) One of the Liberal convention’s resolutions, for example, called upon 

its affiliated clubs to initiate a vigorous press campaign against the arbitrary despotism. In 

March, 1901 Regeneración published the manifesto of the “Ponciano Arriaga” Liberal Club, 

named after a Liberal of the Juárez era, the first such club which founded by his grandson 

Camilo Arriaga, that stated, “Faith in justice, respect for the rights of others, and the worship of 

democracy will make us strong, heroic, independent and worthy, and we will show how to fetter 

obscurantism, to chain up the ambitious and traitorous clergy, and to remove forever from the 

government of the Republic unworthy functionaries, servile adulators, and insufferable 

despots.”
3
 The PLM appeared not as a traditional party primarily interested only in electoral 

politics, but rather as an organizing center of a movement of resistance against the government. 

The Díaz government’s spies took note and the government responded at once. 

 

On May of 1901, Mexican Liberal Party leaders Ricardo and Jesús Flores Magón and Antonio 

Sota y Gama were arrested on a variety of minor charges and jailed by the Díaz government, no 

doubt with the hope of discouraging the little band of radicals. Despite the repression, in 

November of 1901 Camilo Arriaga and José María Facha wrote and mailed to the other liberal 

clubs a list of issues to be taken up by the Second Congress to be held in San Luis Potosí in 

February of 1905. They mentioned several of the party’s fundamental concerns: fulfilling the 

Reform laws, ensuring freedom of the press, guaranteeing the right to vote, and getting rid of the 

political bosses in towns and cities. The important new element, however, was point 5: “Practical 

and legal measures to favor and improve the condition of the workers on the rural plantations and 

to resolve the problems of land and agriculture.” The Mexican Liberal Party (PLM), in this 

mailing to its members, had suddenly recognized and seized upon the issues which would agitate 

Mexico for the next forty years: oppressed workers, landless peasants, and the need for agrarian 

reform. Until that time, few in Mexico had understood and articulated the importance of the land 

question. From that moment forward, no one in Mexico could afford to neglect the question of 

agrarian reform and nothing would be settled until the country’s peasants once again had their 

land.
4
 

 

The Second Congress for which that circular was written never took place because Arriaga and 

other members of the “Ponciano Arriaga” Club of the PLM were arrested and jailed in January 

1902. Ricardo Flores Magón who had by then been released from jail, then began to publish 

another newspaper El Hijo del Ahuizote and also turned it into a vehicle for attacking the Díaz 
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regime. Other PLM leaders published half a dozen similar papers in various cities in northern 

Mexico. For a year the PLM leaders, always in and out of jail, continued to propagandize against 

the government and to organize their party and the opposition movement. Then, on April 16, 

1903, Díaz’s police moved in and closed the PLM newspapers, arrested several of the PLM 

leaders, and incarcerated the lot of them in the Belén Prison. Among those arrested were Ricardo 

and Enrique Flores Magón, Alfonso Cravioto, Santiago R. De la Vega, Santiago De la Hoz, 

Rosalío Bustamante, and Macías Valadés. 

 

Belén Prison: A Turning Point 

 

The Belén imprisonment was a turning point for the Mexican Liberal Party. It was in Belén that 

the PLM leaders—while also communicating clandestinely with PLM members being held in 

other prisons—reached a number of key decisions about both the politics and the organization of 

the Mexican Liberal Party. First, the leaders agreed that they were revolutionary anarchists in the 

tradition of the Russian Mikhail Bakunin, but concurred that they should keep their anarchism a 

secret behind a liberal façade. Second, the group agreed that in an effort to maintain the support 

of the genuine liberals they would put forward, at least at first, a non-threatening labor and 

agrarian program; only gradually would they make explicit their program of “libertarian 

Socialism.” Third, they decided that upon their release from prison they would to go the United 

States and establish there a Junta de Organización, an organizing center, for the Mexican Liberal 

Party. There they would resume publication of Regeneración as the PLM’s official voice and 

they would write and publish a revolutionary program which spoke to the needs of peasants and 

workers. Finally, they would organize trusted PLM members into revolutionary cells capable of 

carrying out an armed insurrection. And, they stipulated, if the first uprising should fail, they 

would continue to attempt other such uprisings in order to spread the movement.
5
 

 

The Mexican Liberal Party, which until the Belén imprisonment of 1903 had been a peaceful, 

movement of resistance committed to bringing about political reform largely through education 

and the press, had suddenly adopted a plan to become a revolutionary organization aiming to 

overthrow the government through armed force. They had become anarchists, followers of 

Mikhail Bakunin. This is not surprising. Anarchism became the dominant left ideology 

throughout Latin America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Blocked in the more 

industrial Northern and Western regions of Europe—Gemany, France, Belgium and Holland—

by the dominance of Marxist socialism, Bakunin’s revolutionary anarchism found fertile ground 

in the less industrialized regions, in Greece, Italy, and Spain. Principally through migration, but 

also through the activities of anarchist seamen who distributed the movement’s literature, 

anarchism spread from Spain to Cuba, Mexico, Argentina and Uruguay and the rest of Latin 

America. In Mexico it was Ricardo Flores Magón who in Belén prison fought for and won the 

PLM leadership to agree to a program of “libertarian Socialism without any phase of State 

Socialism.” That is, to a program of anarchism. 

 

Flores Magón was hardly the first socialist or anarchist in Mexico. European anarchist ideas had 

reached Mexico in the late 1860s following the end of the Reform movement and the War 

against the French Intervention which had been led by President Benito Juárez. Sometimes it was 
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foreign immigrants such as the Greek Plotino C. Rhodakanaty who brought the new European 

revolutionary ideas to Mexico, though the anarchist and socialist message was more commonly 

spread by imported European newspapers and books.
6
 For Mexicans, Spanish anarchism was 

linguistically and culturally the most accessible version of European socialism. Some upper class 

Mexicans who could also read and write French had access to the French socialist literature. 

While there were virtually no good Spanish translations of Marx’s writing anywhere in either 

Spanish or French, his ideas about capitalism and socialism were conveyed through popular 

pamphlets and journalism. Groups of Mexican anarchists and socialists published these 

newspapers and brochures and got them into the hands of literate workers and rural leaders. 

Already by the end of the 1860s to the 1880s some workers’ mutual associations and labor 

unions and peasant leagues espousing socialism or anarchism led uprisings in the Chalco region 

and in the Sierra Gorda of San Luis Potosí were carried out under the banner of anarchism or 

socialism.
7
 

 

The Mexican Liberal Party leaders had similarly been influenced by European anarchism and 

socialism at the end of the nineteenth century. Historian James Cockcroft describes the radical 

education of several of the PLM leaders in his book Intellectual Precursors of the Mexican 

Revolution, 1900-1913. Camilo Arriaga, who might be called the PLM founder, played a central 

role in diffusing anarchist ideas among many of those who could come to be the leaders and 

cadres of the PLM. Arriaga came from a wealthy northern mining family with a long history in 

Liberal politics, supporters of Porfirio Díaz. While studying at the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria 

in Mexico City in the mid-1870s, Arriaga began to read Proudhon, Marx, Engels, Bakunin and 

other European socialists and anarchists. Later he went to France where he acquired a large 

library of anarchist and socialist books and pamphlets. After returning from France he earned his 

degree in engineering in the mid 1880s and went to work in the family mines while also serving 

as a representative first in the state and then in the national Congress. During the end of the 

century he became increasingly critical of the Díaz regime and part of what was seen as the 

liberal opposition to the dictator. From Mexico City, Arriaga returned to San Luis Potosí where 

his home, with its library of left literature, became the center of a group of young radicals that 

included Antonio Soto y Gama, Benjamín Millán, Humberto Macias Valadés, and Rosalío 

Bustamante. Together these young idealists read and commented on the classics of European 

socialism. It was with that group Arriaga founded the “Ponciano Arriaga” Liberal Club, one of 

the strongest PLM centers.
8
 Though Arriaga would later become a supporter of Francisco 

Madero, and a Liberal in the more traditional sense of the word, but he played a role in creating 

the milieu that fostered the new Mexican anarchism. 

 

The Founders of the PLM and their Views 

 

While it was in Belén Prison that the PLM leaders affirmed their anarchist philosophy and 

vowed to form a revolutionary organization, they had all had earlier exposure to anarchist ideas. 

Ricardo, Jesús and Enrique Flores Magón, were sons of a comfortably well family from Oaxaca 

of distinguished liberal credentials. Their father had fought against the U.S. invasion of Mexico 
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in 1847, in the war of Reform with Benito Juáurez, and against the French Intervention and with 

General Porfirio Díaz in the battle of Puebla on April 2, 1867 where Maximilian and the French 

suffered their final defeat. The family was proud of its patriotic and liberal heritage. Like 

Arriaga, Ricardo went off to Mexico City to study at the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria and then 

to the Escuela Nacional de Jurisprudencia. While there, he became involved in the student 

protests of 1892 against the third term election of Porfirio Diaz in 1892 and was arrested and 

jailed for those activities. Three years later, Ricardo gave up his career in law and went off to 

join the painter Joaquín Claussel who was publishing El Demócrata. Leaving that paper, 

between 1897 and 1900 Ricardo worked the family’s import-export business before going off to 

Mexico City again in 1900 with his brother Jesús to found their own publication, Regeneración. 

Sometime during those years as a student and young adult, Ricardo had begun to read the writing 

of European anarchists such as the Russian Peter Kropotkin, the French Jean Grave, and the 

Italian Enrico Malatesta. By the opening of the twentieth century, though still describing himself 

in public as a Liberal, Ricardo Flores Magón had become a convinced anarchist.
9
 

 

Other leaders of the PLM, many of whom were from well off or middle class families and had 

had professional educations, had similar intellectual trajectories. Soto y Gama, for example, was 

the son of a provincial lawyer and his wife who had a modest middle class family if fourteen 

children. The father was a loyal Liberal and in his living room hung a large photo of Sebastián 

Lerdo de Tejada, the author of the laws which had taken from the Catholic Church its vast 

landholdings. As a young man Soto y Gama read Kropotin, Jacques Élisée Reclus, Bakunin, 

Calos Malato, Jean-Pierre Proudhon, and Marx. The Spanish anarchist publishing house Maucci, 

had set up a press in Mexico and made copies of books by those authors available at 25 centavos 

each. According to historian James D. Cockcroft, Soto y Gama viewed the First Liberal 

Convention of the Liberal Clubs “as an excellent façade behind which he and other young radical 

could develop their Anarchist and Socialist ideas.” With some exaggeration Soto y Gama 

claimed, “All of us were Anarchists through and through.”
10

 

 

Juan Sarabia, another early PLM leader, who came from a poorer family also became familiar 

with radical literature by 1900. Son of a poor musician who was the leader of a military band in 

San Luis Potosí, the young Sarabia attended the Instituto Científico y Literario del Estado, but 

rebelled against is “exaggerated scholasticism.” His father sent him to work in a cobbler’s shop 

for while and then took him to Mexico City where the boy studied printing in a night school. 

After his father’s sudden death in 1895, though only fourteen years old, he supported his mother 

and sister by working in a local library, but finding the pay too low, went off to work in the El 

Cabezón mine in Guanajuato. Later his mother found him work in the San Luis Potosí-Zacatecas 

telegraph office, but he was laid off because he was still underage. Having to earn a living for his 

family, he went off to work at the Fundición de Morales, a foundry a couple of miles outside of 

San Luis Potosí. After recovering from an attack of pneumonia and a case of small pox, he next 

found work in the tax department. Even while working, Sarabia read the works of Jules Verne, 

Victor Hugo, Leo Tolstoy, Émile Zola, Maxim Gorki and Kropotkin. He also wrote poetry and 

published some of his poems in a local newspaper. With financial assistance from Arriaga, he 
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quit his government job and became the publisher of El Demócrata. While not a convinced 

anarchist like the others, Sarabia was familiar with anarchist writings.
11

  

 

The Mexican Liberal Party leadership then was made up of young intellectuals and activists 

whose families generally came out of the liberal tradition; several of whom had adopted 

anarchism as their personal philosophy. Through their participation in the Mexican Liberal Party 

they worked to lay the basis for a revolution with the goal of what they thought of as libertarian 

socialist or anarchist society. Some of the leaders, however, held other views. Lázaro Gutiérrez 

de Lara, Antonio I. Villarreal, and Manuel Sarabia considered themselves to be socialists in the 

European Marxist tradition, while Juan Sarabia might best be characterized simply as a 

democratic reformer. While several of the leaders of the PLM were anarchists or socialists, the 

majority of the members of the PLM, were not necessarily of the same mind. Some were 

socialists and probably most were simply men and women, activists who wanted a more 

democratic Mexico.
12

  

 

The Influence of Mikhail Bakunin 

 

While they had been exposed to various political philosophies of the left, it was in Belén Prison 

that the PLM founders became anarchists. Inspiring the group was the political philosophy and 

organizational model of Bakunin, the Russian anarchist. Born in 1814, the son a of Russian 

nobleman and Czarist ambassador, Bakunin developed his anarchist philosophy in the midst of 

his participation in the European Revolution of 1848 and through his interpretation of the 

experience of the Paris Commune of 1871. Unlike Marx’s conception of socialism which was 

based on the idea of working class power and the need for workers political party struggling to 

expand democracy in order to take state power, Bakunin’s anarchism privileged no particular 

social class and had no interest in creating a political party or a revolutionary government. He 

advocated instead the creation of a small, elite, secret organization of revolutionaries capable of 

leading a broader revolutionary movement of various social classes. During the period of the 

1840s Bakunin typically saw nationalist and peasant movements as the vehicle of revolutionary 

change. He rejected the idea of seizing state power or creating a new state and called instead for 

the destruction of the state and its replacement by a cooperative society.  

 

Bakunin believed that a revolution would be led by a secret organization that would direct a mass 

movement. The notion of an open debate about ideals, principles and strategies by democratic 

mass movement was alien to him. He argued instead that an anarchist elite working covertly 

would ignite the movement through the “propaganda of the deed” and then steer it through its 

clandestine organization. Bakunin wrote in 1870,  

 

We have for better or worse built a small party: small, in the number of men who joined 

it with full knowledge of what we stand for; immense, if we take into account those who 

instinctively relate to us, if we take into account the popular masses, whose needs and 

aspirations we reflect more truly than does any other group. All of us must now embark 
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on stormy revolutionary seas, and from this very moment we must spread our principles, 

not with words but with deeds, for this is the most popular, the most potent, and the most 

irresistible form of propaganda. Let us say less about principles, whenever circumstances 

and revolutionary policy demand it – i.e., during our momentary weakness in relation to 

the enemy – but let us at all times and under all circumstances be adamantly consistent in 

our action. For in this lies the salvation of the revolution.
13

 

 

Anarchist deeds—assassinations of political leaders, armed assaults on centers of power, 

uprisings large or small—would convince the masses to follow “instinctively.”  

 

At the center, guiding these actions and then the movements that followed would be a secret 

society of revolutionary leaders. Secrecy, centralization of power, and leadership from the top-

down formed the core of Bakunin’s politics. As Bakunin wrote about his planned revolution in 

Bohemia in his famous “Confession” of 1851: 

 

All clubs, newspapers, and all manifestations of an anarchy of mere talk were to be 

abolished, all submitted to one dictatorial power; the young people and all able-bodied 

men divided into categories according to their character, ability, and inclination were to 

be sent throughout the country to provide a provisional revolutionary and military 

organization. The secret society directing the revolution was to consist of three groups, 

independent of and unknown to each other: one for the townspeople, another for the 

youth, and a third for the peasants. 

 

Each of these societies was to adapt its action to the social character of the locality to 

which it was assigned. Each was to be organized on strict hierarchical lines, and under 

absolute discipline. These three societies were to be directed by a secret central 

committee composed of three or, at the most, five persons. In case the revolution was 

successful, the secret societies were not to be liquidated; on the contrary, they were to be 

strengthened and expanded, to take their place in the ranks of the revolutionary 

hierarchy.
14

 

 

After their imprisonment in Belén in 1903, the Magonistas adopted this political philosophy and 

strategy. The revolution would have no specific class character but simply aimed to organize the 

people and it would be led by a secret group of revolutionaries, the leaders of the PLM. That they 

adopted anarchism as their faith was not surprising, but typical of Latin American revolutionaries 

of the era. 

 

The Revolutionary PLM 

 

The PLM leadership arrived in the U.S. bordertown of Laredo, Texas in January, 1904 and 

established there their Junta, or leadership committee made up of Ricardo Flores Magón 

(president), Juan Sarabia (vice-president), Antonio I. Villarreal, Enrique Flores Magón, Librado 

Rivera, Manuel Sarabia, and Rosalío Bustamante. The party’s principal public activity remained 
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propaganda. With the financial assistance of Arriaga, the PLM was able to by November 5, 1904 

to begin again to publish Regeneración, now in its fourth year of irregular publication. By 

September 1905 the paper was publishing 20,000 copies and would later publish as many as 

30,000.  

 

The PLM, which had never considered itself a political party in the ordinary electoral sense, but 

rather a movement of resistance, now transformed itself into a revolutionary organization. 

Affiliated organizations were asked to meet regularly, to maintain the utmost secrecy, and to 

communicate regularly with the Junta, providing reports of local activity in their areas. The 

leaders began to establish membership lists meant to be kept secret from the authorities. The 

local groups were instructed to acquire arms and create armed unit prepared for insurrection.
15

 

Now located in Texas, the PLM began organizing Mexicans in the cities and mining towns 

throughout the Southwest of the United States as well as in Mexico. As a matter of practice, the 

PLM had become a bi-national revolutionary movement with a network that stretched along the 

porous border from Texas and Arizona through Sonora, Durango, Chihuahua, Nuevo Leon, and 

San Luis Potosí down to Veracruz and Mexico City.  

 

Laredo’s convenient location on the border unfortunately also made it vulnerable to Díaz’s 

agents. After an attack on the life of Ricardo Flores Magón by a man armed with a knife, 

together with an attempt by Pinkerton private detectives to arrest his brother Enrique, the PLM 

leadership decided that they should move farther from the border. Fearing that they would surely 

be killed or kidnapped by Díaz’s agents in the border town of Laredo, in February 1905 the PLM 

Junta moved its headquarters to St. Louis, Missouri in the very center of the United States. There 

Ricardo Flores Magón and other PLM leaders came into contact with the American anarchist 

Emma Goldman and the Spanish anarchist Florencio Bazora.
16

  

 

Sharing a common anarchist philosophy and politics, Goldman and the Mexican revolutionaries 

established warm relations that would lay the foundation for organizational solidarity between 

the anarchist revolutionary movements in both countries. The international politics and practices 

of the Mexican Liberal Party first began then not out of theory but out of the necessity of fleeing 

Mexico to avoid being arrested or possibly murdered by the Díaz government’s police agents and 

developed out of their contacts with the American anarchists. Based on this experience, he 

Mexican anarchist movement would gradually construct an entire internationalist politics and 

strategy. 

 

The Strategic Orientation to the Working Class 

 

While in Texas and Missouri, the PLM leaders first began to develop a strategic orientation to 

the Mexican working class. Though Mexico was not a modern industrial nation, between Díaz’s 

rise to power and the outbreak of the Revolution in 1910, it had become a thoroughly capitalist 

nation with important industrial enclaves. Hacienda owners, now often producing products such 
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as sugar and henequen for both a national and international market, had succeeded for the most 

part in destroying the traditional Indian and mestizo communities, taking their land, and reducing 

former peasants to day laborers. At the same time, the railroads had given a fillip to mining and 

industry, leading to the growth of an industrial working class. The 1910 census revealed that 

Mexico had a population of 15 million and that most were in the laboring classes. Some 96.6 

percent of rural households held no land, and therefore 80 percent of the population, laborers and 

their families, worked for some 20,000 landlords, entirely dependent upon agricultural wages. 

Estimates of the size of the Mexican industrial working class range between 8 and 15 percent of 

the population; historians using the census and other materials have counted 107,000 mine 

workers and 624,000 manufacturing workers.
17

  

 

Mexican Working Class – 1910 

Extractive Industries (mining) 100,000 

Manufacturing 613,000 

Gas, electricity, and combustible production 10,000 

Railroads 18,000 

  

Total industrial workers 741,000 

*Source – Mexican Census of 1910 

 

During this same period in the United States, after the end of the Civil War (1861-1865), money 

from San Francisco and New York had poured into the Southwest and particularly into railroads 

and mining.
18

 California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado and Utah became the center of hard rock 

metal mining in the United States, and companies such as Guggenheim (later American Smelting 

and Refining Company – ASARCO), Anaconda, and Phelps-Dodge that owned and operated the 

mines and smelters also had similar operations in Mexico. In the United States, the American 

mining and smelting companies and the railroads that served them employed tens of thousands of 

workers, many of them Mexicans, both U.S. citizens and Mexican immigrants, while they also 

employed thousands of Mexicans in their Mexican operations.   

 

For the PLM, headquartered in the United States and with most of its members working either in 

Northern Mexico or in the United States, the Mexican industrial workers appeared as their 

natural milieu and became the principal objects of their propaganda and organization. Unlike 

Central Mexico, where the peasantry was far and away the largest social class, in Northern 

Mexico the class structure was different. Northern Mexico’s population was made up of some 

peasants, modern farmers, many ranchers large and small, and industrial workers employed on 

the railroads, in the mines, and in foundries and factories. During the period from 1884 and 1894, 

the number of active American mines in Mexico increased from 40 to 13,696.
19

 Mexico’s most 

important metallurgical plants were located in Nuevo León, Sonora, Durango, San Luis Potosí, 
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Aguascalientes and Chihuahua. Monterrey, with modern mills and factories comparable with any 

in the world, employed 15,000 industrial workers.  

 

Mexican workers in both Northern Mexico and the United States had succeeded in establishing 

unions, though government and management in both countries did everything in their power to 

destroy them. In Northern Mexico, workers had succeeded despite government repression in 

establishing labor unions such as the Great League of Railroad Workers with 10,000 members 

and the Iron and Foundry Workers of Chihuahua with hundreds of workers. The largest and most 

important branch of industry, mining, however, had not yet been organized. In the United States, 

Mexican workers were sometimes members of the AFL, the Railway Brotherhoods, the Western 

Federation of Miners, or the IWW. Many Mexicans also participated in the Socialist Party in the 

Southwest of the United States.
20

 Mexican workers took an active role in the U.S. and in Mexico 

in union organization campaigns and in the strikes which especially in mining often became 

bloody battles. PLM members in the United States participated in the Industrial Workers of the 

World and in the Western Federation of Miners.
21

 The PLM, finding itself surrounded by 

workers and their unions and by other leftist organizations, had to find a strategy for doing labor 

union work. 

 

Though the PLM with its headquarters in exile in the United States and most of its followers in 

Northern Mexico found itself surrounded by workers, an orientation to the working class did not 

necessarily flow from the PLM’s anarchist philosophy. Marxism privileged the working class, 

particularly the industrial working class, arguing that it was the only class with both the necessity 

and the power to overthrow capitalism. Anarchists on the other hand tended to argue that the 

people, particularly the oppressed and exploited people, whatever their class, whether workers, 

peasants, the self-employed or the déclassé, were the agents of revolution. While socialists had a 

theory and practice that saw the working class as the political leader of other social classes in a 

revolutionary movement, anarchists believed that people of all classes had an equal place in the 

revolution. Marxists argued that workers should be organized into labor unions and into a 

socialist party, what the German Social Democrats of the late nineteenth century called the “two 

pillars” of the socialist movement. Anarchists, however, rejected parties out of hand and did not 

necessarily embrace the unions, though later an anarcho-syndicalist movement, that is an 

anarchist revolutionary union movement, would develop in the early twentieth century.  

 

The PLM strategy for organizing workers then did not flow from their anarchist theory, but was 

rather the result of its experience among the workers. Baca Calderón, one of the leaders of a 

Liberal club in the town of Cananea, the home of the great copper mine of the same name, wrote 

to Villarreal in April of 1906, 

 

…all of the miners here are aware in the most practical way that the dictatorship is their 

worst enemy and at all times they feel a just desire to overthrow it. With regard to this, an 

idea has occurred to me: to found a miners union, without an oppositional character or 

any declared politics, at least for now. Afterwards, we will invite all of the miners of the 
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Republic to found their own unions so that together we can create the Miners League of 

the United States of Mexico. All of these unions would have the obligation to collect 

funds to support the class as the leadership indicates when the situation requires it. These 

unions, in the end, will opt to join the Liberal Party in mass and with resolve.
22

 

 

Calderón’s letter to Villarreal lays out what an idea that became a strategic concept of the PLM 

by 1906, not only at Cananea, but in other industrial centers as well. PLM cadres began to help 

organize unions and where possible worked not only to recruit their leaders but also to affiliate 

the unions themselves to the PLM. In several industrial towns, especially in the state of 

Chihuahua, the PLM succeeded in bringing together workers in PLM clubs which functioned 

like union organizing committees or in other cases brought them directly into actual unions.
23

 

The PLM’s labor strategy then had two elements. First the PLM attempted to recruit workers to 

join the PLM, and, if they seemed trustworthy, to its secret armed revolutionary organizations. 

Second, the PLM members supported workers in their attempts to organize labor unions, with the 

idea of getting the unions as a whole to support the PLM. 

 

In Cananea, Calderón, Ibarra and Diéguez brought workers into their liberal club, the Unión 

Liberal Humanidad (the Humanity Liberal Union), with the goal both of recruiting to the PLM 

and organizing a labor union as part of a national Miners League that they envisioned. The club 

succeeded in recruiting about twenty-five members. At the time Cananea, a joint venture of the 

Anaconda Copper Company and industrialist William C. Green’s Cananea Consolidated Copper 

Company, employed 7,500 workers. Managers, supervisors, and technicians were often 

Americans, but 5,360 of the workers Mexicans. When in June the company raised the possibility 

of bringing in subcontractors to do much of the work, and laying off some of the current 

workforce, the miners began to protest, confronting the American bosses. In the resulting melee 

two American supervisors and three Mexicans were killed. After two or three days of strike and 

rioting, the workers movement was broken when Díaz sent in 2,000 soldiers seconded by five 

Arizona rangers who crossed the border leading a group of American vigilantes. In the end 

somewhere between 30 and 100 Mexican miners were killed in the suppression of the strike.
24

    

 

While the strike had taken them by surprise, the PLM members rallied to it and two of PLM’s 

local leaders, Calderón and Diéguez, who had been working for some time to organize a miners’ 

union throughout the region, were asked to take leadership of the strike. The PLM leaders, 

however, hesitated to do so because, as they saw it, their objective was a revolution to overthrow 

Díaz, not merely the organization of a labor union or a strike. And, they hesitated to take 

responsibility for a movement which had already led to riots, deaths, and property damage.
25

 

Whether they wanted to take responsibility for it or not, the Díaz government and the company 

blamed them. The company suggested that they should be executed, but the Díaz government 

sentenced them to fifteen years in the San Jual de Ulúa prison, a virtual death sentence. 
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The PLM was also active in the Puebla-Orizaba industrial zone which overlapped the states of 

Puebla and Veracruz, the site of Mexico’s great textile industry which in 1910 employed 32,000 

workers. The workers conditions were difficult. For example, The French owned Industrial 

Company of Orizaba, established in 1895, employed some 6,000 workers who worked 13 hours 

a day for low pay given in scrip usable only at the expensive company store. PLM cadres, José 

Neira, Manuel Ávila, and Juean Olivares began to organize in the Puebla-Orizaba industrial 

region around 1905, working first among the legal mutual societies of Río Blanco, Nogales and 

Santa Rosa in the state of Veracruz. Neira was particularly fortunate to find that in Río Blanco a 

Protestant minister named José Rumbia was already criticizing both “the Catholic Church and 

the bourgeoisie.” After his sermons, Rumbia allowed Neira to speak to the workers about 

politics. In Rio Blanco, Neira succeeded in recruiting 27 workers as the local organizing 

committee of the Great Circle of Free Workers (GCOL). The GCOL based itself on the PLM 

program and workers who joined understood that they were affiliated with the broader 

movement. The three PLM eventually cadres succeeded in organizing eighty GCOL local union 

groups in textile plants in Veracruz, Puebla, Oaxaca, Tlaxcala, the State of Mexico, Querétaro, 

Hidalgo and the Federal District (Mexico City). The GCOL grew strong enough that during 

November it carried on negotiations with the Centro Industrial Mexicano, the textile employers 

association. 

 

When employers announced a wage cut on December 4, 1906, nearly 7,000 workers in 34 plants 

in Puebla and Tlaxcala went out on strike. The employers responded with a lockout at 93 

factories throwing tens of thousands of workers out on the street. Díaz came to the employers’ 

aid, immediately issuing a proclamation prohibiting strikes. Attempting to starve the workers 

into submission, the bosses also closed the company stores. The strikers turned to President Díaz 

for mediation and he issued a decision which most workers found acceptable. In Orizaba, 

however, 2,000 workers at the Río Blanco plant, a minority of the total workforce, rejected the 

president’s decision and refused to return to work. Moreover, they called for an end to the Díaz 

dictatorship. When the employer closed the company store, a woman named Margarita Martínez 

led an assault on the store in an attempt to get food for the workers, but company men and police 

beat back the attack, injuring many workers. Workers then burned the store and marched to 

Nogales and Santa Rosa where they sacked local businesses and burned pawn shops. On their 

way back to Río Bravo the strikers were intercepted by a Mexican Army battalion. The officers 

ordered their men to fire into crowds of men, women and children and killing hundreds. In the 

aftermath, more than 200 workers were arrested and imprisoned. Nevertheless fighting between 

strikers and soldiers went on through the night. On January 8, with the town occupied by 800 

federales, 150 police, and 60 rurales, and with hundreds of workers jailed, the government and 

the company succeeded in restoring order. Two hundred workers had been killed, and 400 jailed. 

Twenty-five soldiers were also killed and more than 30 wounded. Some 1,500 workers in 

Orizaba were fired. The movement was defeated but, remarkably, not crushed; there would be 

repeated strikes in those textile mills over the next three years.
26

  

 

The PLM had not organized and led the Cananea and Río Blanco strikes, but its members had 

participated in them and attempted to use them insofar as possible to build the revolutionary 

movement. The PLM’s participation suggests that while the party had a strategic orientation to 

the working class, we might say that it did not have a working class program or practice. The 
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PLM leaders and activists do not seem to have understood the distinctive nature of unions as 

institutions or of their economic, social, and political dimensions. While some PLM members 

were union activists and leaders, the leaders do not seem to have thought about using strikes and 

other forms of pressure to create stable union organizations, to negotiate contracts with 

improvements in wages and benefits, or to make other social gains of democratic reforms which 

would benefit the working class and society as a whole. Nor is that strange. The PLM leaders 

tended to operate within a very short timeframe; they clearly expected to incite a revolution 

within months or certainly within a few years, not in decades. As anarchists, they believed that 

inspired by the propaganda of heroic deeds, the people would rise in revolt and rapidly adopt an 

anarchist worldview and set to work creating an anarchist society. Rather than seeing unions as 

central to the building of a revolutionary working class movement, they saw them as adjuncts to 

the clandestine organization of an armed insurrection. One can only wonder what might have 

been accomplished if the PLM had developed its alliance with the WFM and the IWW and 

Mexican miners organizations and built a miners’ movement with the economic power to disrupt 

the economies of both Mexico and the United States. 

 

The 1906 Insurrection 

 

The great strikes of 1906 and 1907, even if not organized by the party, coincided with and 

formed part of the Mexican Liberal Party’s planned insurrection of 1906. The Díaz government, 

informed by his spies that something big was afoot for the fall of 1906, worked to interrupt the 

revolutionaries’ schemes. The dictator repeatedly had PLM members arrested and closed their 

printing presses when they were operating in Mexico and when the group fled to the United 

States in 1905 he continued to pursue them. On October 12, shortly after the group established 

itself in St. Louis, agents of the Pinkerton Detective Agency, operating without warrants and 

without having been deputized, entered the office of Regeneración. They confiscated the printing 

press and other equipment, took the organization’s files, and arrested Juan Sarabia and Ricardo 

and Eduardo Flores Magón on charges of libel and defamation. The charges were made by 

Esperón y de la Flor, a Oaxaca political boss who had apparently been sent to St. Louis by Díaz 

himself. The three key PLM leaders were held in jail pending the payment of a $10,000 bond.  

 

The 1905 arrests represented another turning point in the PLM’s politics and strategy. The effort 

to raise the $10,000 bond and free the men from jail became the basis for a joint campaign by 

Mexican and U.S. left organizations. In Mexico, of course, the PLM’s supporters did the work of 

publicizing the matter and raising money, while in the United States it was socialist, anarchist, 

and labor organizations which came to the prisoners’ aid. By December the U.S. and Mexican 

groups had raised the bond and the three men were freed. The experience of labor solidarity from 

the American left and labor organizations, and the solidarity that arose between the Mexican and 

U.S. organizations while working on the campaign would later lead the PLM leadership to 

develop an internationalist labor strategy which looked to foreign workers’ organizations to play 

an important supporting role in the coming Mexican Revolution. At the moment, however, the 

PLM leaders’ first concern was the insurrection. Fearing further harassment, such as the 

revocation of their bond, on the eve of the insurrection Ricardo Flores Magón and Juan Sarabia 

fled to Canada, first to Toronto in March and then on to Quebec in May. Antonio I. Villarreal 
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and Manuel Sarabia were left in charge of Regeneración and of writing the Program for the 

uprising and organizational preparations went forward.
27

  

 

For the purposes of the insurrection, the PLM organized Mexico into five zones. Each zone was 

under the command of a trusted PLM cadre called a delegado (a delegate), and under the orders 

of the delegate was the guerrilla leader. The guerrilla unit members knew only their leaders and 

sub-leaders who were democratically elected by them. The five delegates were not to 

communicate with each other until the insurrection which was to be initiated at the command of 

the delegado general, the military commander, responsible to the Junta. At the time the PLM 

had forty-four guerrilla units, some as large as 200 or 300 men, but most around 50, which had to 

one degree or another armed themselves.
28

 Altogether the PLM had perhaps 2,500 fighters, but 

dispersed throughout several states and many locales.  

 

The Liberal Party Program of 1906 

 

In preparation for the insurrection, on the first of July, 1906, the PLM published the Program of 

the Liberal Party in a press run of 25,000 copies.
29

 The PLM Program combined elements of 

Mexico’s traditional liberalism with a complete plan for urban and rural labor reforms. First, the 

program called for a return to a genuine Republic by limiting the president and governors to one 

four-year term and establishing freedom of the press. Municipal political bosses were to be 

removed and the municipal government strengthened. Taxes on luxuries should be increased and 

those on necessities reduced. Obligatory military service was to be ended and in its place a 

volunteer national guard established. Military trials were not to be permitted in times of peace. 

The PLM also demanded improvements in education with an expansion of primary schools, 

increases in teachers’ salaries and education obligatory up to age fourteen. Churches were to pay 

taxes like any other business, the property they owned under the names of their agents was to be 

nationalized in accordance with the Reform laws, and church schools were to be closed.  

 

What was novel about the program were the proposals for dealing with the questions of labor and 

the land, proposals that constituted a comprehensive platform of labor rights and protections. The 

labor program called for the establishment of the eight-hour day with a basic minimum wage of a 

peso a day, but varying from region to region so as to provide workers with a living wage. Piece 

rate wages were to be brought into line with the daily minimum wage. Domestic work and home 

work, that is, industrial work done in the home, was to be regulated by the government. Sunday 

was to be made an obligatory day of rest. Child labor under the age of fourteen was to be 

prohibited. Employers were to maintain mines, factories, workshops and other workplaces in 

conditions that protected the safety and health of workers. Rural workers were to be given 

sanitary housing conditions. And all workers should receive compensation for workplace 

accidents. All existing day labor debts to employers were to be annulled and measures adopted to 

protect sharecroppers. Renters were to be compensated for any improvements made on the 

landlord’s property. Workers should not be paid in scrip, deductions could not be made from 

workers’ wages, and the company store was to be abolished. Mexican employers should be 
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allowed to hire only a minority of foreign workers and foreign and Mexican workers should 

receive the same pay for the same work. Surprisingly for a group which espoused an anarchist 

and internationalist philosophy and program, it also called the prohibition of Chinese 

immigration, a common demand of both Mexican and American labor unions at the time.
30

 

 

The land program introduced the principle of usufruct: the land for those who work it. 

Landowners were to be required to make all of their land productive. Land which was left idle 

was to be to be taken over by the state and distributed in this way: First to Mexicans living and 

working abroad who wished to return were to be repatriated at government expense and given 

land to cultivate. Second, anyone who asked for land should be given it based simply on the 

understanding that they would work the land themselves and not sell it. A maximum acreage to 

be owned by anyone person should be established. To make all of this possible the government 

should establish an agrarian bank which would make loans to be paid back in installments over 

time. The program also had other advanced elements such as calling for the protection of the 

indigenous people, ending all differences between legitimate and illegitimate children so that 

they should enjoy the same rights, and establishing instead of prisons penal colonies based on the 

principle of rehabilitation. The PLM also called for establishing closer ties with the other nations 

of Latin America. 

 

The PLM Program ended by asserting that when the party had “triumphed” it would ensure that 

the wealth of corrupt officials would be taken from them and distributed especially to the Yaqui 

and Maya indigenous groups and to others groups and individuals who had been dispossessed of 

their land. Second, the first national congress meeting after the triumph would annul all of Díaz’s 

changes in the Constitution of 1857 and other laws detrimental to Mexican society. Finally, the 

PLM announced that it would inform other governments around the world that Mexico would 

not be responsible for any debts or other obligations incurred by the Díaz government.  

 

The PLM Program of 1906 represented an important development of the organization’s politics, 

moving from broad generalities about democracy and equality to speaking directly and 

specifically about the issues facing specific social groups. While it was clearly intended to speak 

to Mexicans of all classes who wanted greater democracy and civil rights, the PLM program of 

1906 was addressed in particular to the country’s laboring classes, its industrial workers, rural 

day laborers and peasants. While the PLM leadership was anarchist, attempting to appeal to all 

layers of Mexican society from the bourgeoisie and the petty bourgeoisie to workers and 

peasants, they had adopted and published what Adolfo Gilly has characterized as, “a radical 

nationalist and democratic program.”
31

 It was a program that in many ways anticipated the future 

political developments and programs of the Mexican Revolution that was to come in the period 

from 1910 to 1940. 

 

In addition to the Platform, in September 1906 the PLM also issued a Proclamation to the 

Nation, sent from headquarters in the United States to the delegados to the local guerrilla leaders, 
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in which for the first time the party declared itself to be in open rebellion against the government 

of Porfírio Díaz. The document explained that under Díaz things were getting worse every day, 

that attempts at peaceful change had failed, and that, as so often happens in history, the dictator 

had forced the people to rebel. They PLM promised that its members would not lay down their 

arms until the revolution had triumphed. The PLM’s military units were told to set to work 

without waiting for further instructions, implementing the program as they moved throughout the 

country by closing company stores and instituting the eight hour day and peso-a-day wage.
32

 

With that program in hand, the insurrection was launched in October 1906. 

 

Everywhere it was attempted—in Douglas, Arizona; Ciudad Jiménez, Coahuila; Acayucan, 

Veracruz; Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua; and in many other cities, towns and villages—the 

insurrection was a disaster. The principal reason for the failure was police infiltration and mail 

surveillance. The federal, state and local authorities knew virtually everything about the plans. 

The authorities either arrested the leading local revolutionaries in anticipation of the insurrection, 

or, waiting for the day of the insurrection, had enough police and soldiers to quickly crush the 

insurrectos. The biggest fiasco took place in the key border cities of Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua 

and its sister city El Paso, Texas. Control of the major border crossing was of strategic 

importance since it would have allowed the PLM to bring in more fighters, guns and supplies 

from the United States. But, as Governor Enrique C. Creel explained in a letter to Díaz, he had 

succeeded in luring the revolutionaries into a trap by having troops stationed there suggest to the 

rebels that they would join the rebellion. Falling into that trap on October 19 were Juan Sarabia, 

the PLM’s vice-president, and two other PLM cadres, César Canales and J. de la Torre. At the 

same time in El Paso private detectives captured PLM leaders Antonio I. Villarreal and Lauro 

Aguirre as well as the journalist J. Cano. The capture of the PLM leaders weakened the 

organization severely and confounded the insurrection. The PLM organization was shattered and 

everywhere and the PLM press was shutdown. Ricardo Flores Magón managed to escape to 

Sacramento.
33

 

 

Economic Crisis, Another Insurrection, and Anarchism 

 

Yet, remarkably, the PLM did not view the insurrection as a failure and would repeat the same 

strategy again on a large scale in 1908. The PLM leaders saw the insurrection as a kind of 

propaganda of the deed on a large scale. Their idea was that their armed insurrection would set 

off a broader rebellion leading a full-scale revolution. We might compare the anarchist view to 

the Marxist concept of insurrection. For Marxists, the insurrection is the culmination of a long 

historical period of organizing involving the creation of a revolutionary organization, the 

establishment of labor unions and labor political parties, the rise of workers councils, the 

development of massive national confrontations with state power, and finally a revolutionary 

military organization capable of overthrowing the state and bringing the working class to power. 

Such was the experience, for example, of the Bolsheviks in Russia.
34

 But whereas for the 

Marxists the insurrection is the final stage, for the anarchists it is the first step.  
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Certainly their different theories of insurrection have to do with their respective conceptions of 

the relationship between what have traditionally been called the objective and subjective 

conditions. Marxists believe that economic and political situations change and develop and that 

at certain moments—generally as a result of economic crisis, political crisis, or war—a 

revolution is put on the agenda of history as a possibility. For Marxists, the balance of forces in 

society and particularly the condition of the working class and its evolving consciousness of its 

situation are central. Anarchists on the other hand generally hold that in a world of exploitation 

and oppression, revolution is always on the agenda and that achieving it is principally a matter of 

changing the consciousness of the people through propaganda and example. For the Marxist, the 

objective and subjective exist in a reciprocal relationship, influencing each other. For the 

anarchist, the subjective is really the only significant factor. Anarchism is voluntarism—the will 

is all. Given their anarchist outlook, the PLM leaders believed that they had only to continue 

publishing Regeneración, building their organization, arming their members and launching new 

insurrections. The PLM continued with this strategy until Francisco Madero launched the 

Mexican Revolution in November of 1910. 

 

Whatever their theory, as it happened, the PLM’s repeated attempted insurrections took place in 

the midst of a worsening general situation in Mexico as a result of the world economic crisis of 

1907. The Mexican crisis which had actually begun in 1906 and lasted until 1908 had led to plant 

closings, layoffs, wage cuts and general social misery in much of Mexico. So from 1906 through 

1910 there were, independent of PLM organizing, waves of strikes in the mines and textile plants 

as well as an important railroad strike. The economic situation only exacerbated the 

dissatisfaction with the regime. While the PLM’s insurrections might not succeed in detonating 

the revolution they continued to demonstrate the great discontent that existed in the country and 

the growing willingness of the Mexican people to stand up against the government and even to 

take up arms in a struggle to overthrow it. 

 

After arriving in Los Angeles in 1907, the PLM’s message had gradually become more explicitly 

anarchist. Ricardo Flores Magon had initially believed that he and his colleagues should portray 

themselves as liberals, keeping their anarchist principles a secret. In a fascinating undated private 

letter probably written in the summer of 1908 and sent to two of his closest collaborators, his 

brother Enrique and co-thinker Praxedis Guerrero, Ricardo explained why he had not earlier 

raised an anarchist program: 

 

 If from the beginning we had called ourselves anarchists, nobody, except for a few, 

would have listened to us. Without calling ourselves anarchists we have gone along 

sparking in many people's brains ideas of hatred against the possessing class and against 

the governmental caste. No liberal party in the world has the anti-capitalist tendencies of 

that which is about to revolutionize Mexico, and that has been achieved without saying 

that we are anarchists, and we should not have achieved it, even if we had not called 

ourselves anarchists, as we are, but had called ourselves simply socialists. It is all, then a 

question of tactics.
35
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Ricardo suggested that while claiming to be liberals, the PLM would promote anarchist 

measures: 

 

 We must give the land to the people in the course of the revolution....We must also give 

the people possession of the factories, the mines, etc. In order that the whole country 

doesn't come down on top of us, we must continue the same tactic that we have attempted 

with some success: we must continue calling ourselves liberals in the course of the 

revolution, but in reality we will go on propagandizing anarchy and carrying out anarchist 

acts. We will go on expropriating the bourgeoisie and returning [the wealth] to the 

people.
36

 

 

Ricardo called for the workers to take over both the fields and the factories, to work them 

collectively, and—come the revolution—to continue producing for the revolutionary movement 

and the new social order. The revolution would destroy the value of the existing currency, but 

peasants and workers would keep records of production and exchange goods among themselves 

without the use of money. 

 

As the insurrection of 1908 approached, the party’s anarchist positions began to emerge ever 

more clearly. The PLM newspapers, the new Revolución beginning in 1907 and again after 1910 

Regeneración, began publishing articles by Ricardo Flores Magón opposing an electoral or 

parliamentary strategy and advocating armed revolution, a war of the poor against the rich in 

which the people would seize the land and establishing a cooperative society. Incendiary articles 

called for using bullets not ballots. Alongside his own articles Ricardo Flores Magón ran 

excerpts from the books of the Russian anarchist Peter Kropotkin. There was no longer any 

doubt where the PLM stood. PLM newspapers, such as Reforma, Libertad y Justicia in Austin, 

Texas, called on workers and peasants to “destroy the factory, block up the mine, devastate the 

farm, and resist the attack of the Cossacks with rifle bullets.” The PLM had now become an 

openly anti-capitalist party, an anarchist party aiming at a libertarian communist revolution.
 37

 

Just before its 1908 revolt, the PLM board voted to remove the socialists Villarreal and Manuel 

Sarabia from the board, and though no longer a leader of the group, Juan Sarabia continued to be 

a trusted figure. 

 

Persecution and International Solidarity 

 

In response to the 1906 insurrection and the 1906 and 1907 strikes the Díaz government had 

determined that it had to eliminate the Mexican Liberal Party leadership once and for all. Since 

1905 Díaz had set the Mexican state’s embassy and consulates working with the Furlong 

Detective Agency which had conducted surveillance of the PLM’s leaders and their activities. 

The U.S. and Mexican governments cooperated to seize the mail between PLM leaders and their 

followers in both countries. In pursuing the PLM leaders over the rest of the decade, the Mexican 

government often had the assistance of the U.S. Departments of State, War, Treasury, 

Commerce, Labor, Justice and Immigration. There existed as well a tacit understanding between 

Díaz and U.S. Presidents Theodore Roosevelt and William Howard Taft that the PLM was an 

enemy of the governments of both nations and detrimental to their business interests. The top 
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leaders of both Mexico and the United States cooperated to insure that the Mexican anarchists 

were put out of commission.
38

  

 

In 1907 Díaz’s organization acted, repeating more or less the scenario that had taken place in St. 

Louis. Directed by Enrique Creel, the former governor of Chihuahua who had been appointed the 

Mexican Ambassador to the United States, Furlong Agency detectives and local police officers, 

operating without a warrant, went to the PLM headquarters in Los Angeles and arrested Ricardo 

Flores Magón, Librado Rivera, and Antonio I. Villarreal. The three revolutionaries fought off the 

detectives and police officers but were beaten into submission. While no charges were brought 

against them at the time, the PLM leaders’ case was eventually combined with the unrelated case 

of two other PLM members, Tomás D. Espinosa and Ildefonso R. Martínez, who had been 

charged in Douglas, Arizona in December of 1906 with violating the neutrality law. All five men 

were charged with a conspiracy to launch a military expedition against Mexico from the then 

Territory of Arizona.
39

 Ricardo Flores Magon and the others would remain in jail until 1910.  

 

The American left and labor movements immediately moved to support the jailed Mexican 

revolutionaries as they had done before. In May of 1908 the Socialist Party of America’s national 

convention voted a resolution in support of Ricardo Flores Magón and the other PLM members. 

The SPA’s most influential newspaper, The Appeal to Reason, devoted virtually the entire March 

13, 1909 issue to the PLM prisoners with a lead story that had been smuggled out of his jail by 

Ricardo Magón himself. The Los Angeles Socialist Party branch rallied immediately to the PLM 

cause with writer John Kenneth Turner playing a leading role. The wealthy socialist Elizabeth 

Darling Trowbridge provided financial support for the defense and socialist lawyers Job 

Harriman and A.R. Holston came forward to serve as the Mexican revolutionaries’ defense 

attorneys.
40

  

 

The Los Angeles Labor Council, also came out in support of the Mexican revolutionaries in 

March, comparing Díaz’s use of the American courts to arrest Flores Magón with George III’s 

attempts to arrest George Washington. The Western Federation of Miners (WFM) voted to 

provide financial assistance, while the United Mine Workers (UMW) and the AFL also voted 

resolutions of support. Veteran organizer “Mother” Mary Jones convinced the UMW to put up 

$1,000 and other miners organizations to give another $3,000. When Samuel Gompers and the 

AFL Executive Council met with President Theodore Roosevelt, they gave him a letter dealing 

with the PLM prisoners’ unjust arrest. In Chicago, the Political Refugee Defense League 

published the AFL’s letter and began to circulate a petition demanding the release of Magón and 

the others. The League established a Mexican Political Refugee Committee with labor organizer 

John Murray as Chair and social worker and urban reformer Jane Addams as Treasurer. Thus 

Flores Magón and the other political prisoners became a cause not only of the American labor 

movement, but found their plight taken up by mainstream American progressives such as the 

influential Addams.
41
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The American labor organizations also used their political pull to get the matter taken up by the 

U.S. Congress. Murray contacted William B. Wilson, a Democratic Party Congressman from 

Pennsylvania who was a former UMW official. Wilson, who chaired the House Rules 

Committee, was persuaded to hold Congressional hearings on the Mexican political prisoners in 

1910. The solidarity on all sides—from the socialists, the unions, and the progressives—was 

remarkable.  

 

To encourage such solidarity from American workers, the PLM leaders wrote and published in 

February 1908 in Emma Goldman’s Mother Earth their “Manifesto to the American People.” 

While avoiding criticism of the Roosevelt administration, the PLM leaders expressed their 

disappointment at being treated so shabbily in what they had thought was the “free fatherland of 

George Washington.” They wondered if they might not be in Czarist Russia or “the darkest heart 

of equatorial Africa” (then ruled by the empires of France and the King of Belgium). The 

Manifesto expressed their disillusionment that the U.S. Constitution could be undermined by 

corrupt officials.  

 

In the Manifesto Ricardo Flores Magón and his comrades told the story of their persecution by 

Mexican and American authorities and explained why they had come “to the decision to end by a 

revolution a state and condition of things that is offensive to civilization and the most 

rudimentary humanitarian principles.” They then explained their program of 1906 in broad 

outline, but changed the emphasis, suggesting that only the working class could actually carry 

out such a democratic and social program. And, they suggested, such a struggle for democracy 

and social justice would become international.  

 

We think that political liberty is a beautiful lie so long as it has not for its basis economic 

liberty, and toward the conquest of that liberty our steps are directed. We are of the 

opinion that the social problem looming up on the horizon of humanity as a formidable 

great unknown, must be solved by the workingmen themselves, and it is for this reason 

and purpose that with all our forces, and with all our love we demand that the proletariat 

of Mexico organize and by so doing enable itself to take part in the tremendous struggle 

that alone will liberate the proletariat of the world, the struggle which some day—may be 

in the near future—will place the goods of this earth within reach and power of all human 

beings. 

 

Proclaiming “we are revolutionists,” the anarchists called upon the workers of the United States 

and the world’s nations to come to their assistance, proclaiming: 

 

Workers of the world! Our cause is your cause. The cause of the proletariat knows no 

frontiers. The interests of the working people are the same in all lands under all climates, 

and all latitudes of our globe. Help us!....Remember that only by unity of action and 

solidarity of effort the workers will emancipate themselves.
42
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The Manifesto, written and published simultaneously with the outpouring of solidarity from 

American labor and left organizations, represented the development of an internationalist labor 

outlook and strategy which the PLM had not expressed before, at least not at any length. For the 

first time, the PLM spoke in the terms of the socialist and anarchist movements about a 

worldwide workers’ movement for the liberation of all humanity.  

 

Solidarity among Mexican and U.S. workers was not a new development. During the end of the 

nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, the Mexican border was porous, border 

controls were few, and both U.S. and Mexican workers, especially in mining and on the railroads 

might work on either side of the border. The Knights of Labor, the American Federation of 

Labor, and the Industrial Workers of the World had all organized workers on both sides of the 

border at one time or another. U.S. and Mexican workers had joined together in the U.S. to strike 

and to organize unions. All of that had gone on for more than a generation.
43

  

 

What was new about the PLM position was to link such bi-national labor solidarity to the idea of 

the Mexican revolution. And, equally novel and important, the Mexican revolution was linked to 

the worldwide struggle against capital. While the Socialist International and the Socialist Party of 

America called for an international socialist revolution, that idea, with the exception of a few 

tenuous contacts between the American and Mexican Socialist parties had never been linked in 

practice to solidarity with Mexican workers, at least not until the period just before the 

Revolution. The PLM was now raising the idea of international proletarian revolution on the 

basis of an actual on-going revolutionary movement (if not yet a revolution) in Mexico. 

 

The PLM’s Conception of International Solidarity 

 

In his private correspondence with PLM leaders, Ricardo Flores Magón explained his anarchist 

view of international labor solidarity. First, he called for the stimulation of anarchist immigration 

and of travel abroad by Mexican revolutionaries to win support for the coming Mexican 

Revolution. 

 

 There will be new problems, but I don't think they will be hard to solve, with the workers 

themselves interested in the issues. In addition, many Spanish and Italian anarchists will 

come to see what's going on, and they will help a great deal. It seems to me that it would 

be good if one of us were to travel around during the revolution in order to inspire those 

comrades and urge them to give us a hand, inviting them to come to agitate the masses 

and to lead them in everything that may be necessary. I think that many would come and 

we could even defray the costs of their trip and they would spill out over the entire 

country a whole swarm of comrades.
44

 

 

At the same time, he feared—once the revolution was successful—becoming involved in regular 

international diplomatic relations, and advocated instead a kind of international labor diplomacy. 

As he wrote to his comrades: 
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 We must not send representatives to foreign governments, because then we would enter 

into a sea of compromises which would deprive the revolution of its special character. 

We should cultivate international relations, not with the governments but rather with the 

workers' organizations of the world whether they be simply labor unionists, socialists or 

anarchists.
45

 

 

By 1908, Flores Magón had come to see the prospects of the coming Mexican revolution in 

terms of its relationship to the anarchist movements of Spain and Italy, and to the anarchist, labor 

union, and socialist organizations of other countries. Yet the Magonistas, though they received 

some support from them, did not place great hopes in the American workers. Ricardo wrote to 

his brother Enrique,  

 

Americans are incapable of feeling either enthusiasm or indignation. This is really a 

nation of pigs. Look at the socialists, how they cracked in such a cowardly way in their 

campaign for freedom of speech. Look at the brilliant American Federation of Labor, 

which with its million and a half members can’t stop the judges when they declare 

injunctions against the unions or when they send organizers to places where there is no 

organized labor movement [sic]. These attacks on socialists and unions are tremendous, 

but they don’t move the people. Those without work are chopped up and dispersed as in 

Russia; Roosevelt asks Congress to empower the administrator of the mails to exercise 

censorship over the newspapers: the nation is being militarized by giant steps but in spite 

of everything the Anglo-Saxon pachyderm doesn’t become excited, doesn’t become 

indignant, doesn’t vibrate. If their domestic troubles don’t agitate the Americans, can we 

expect them to care about ours?
46

  

 

Then too, there was the Americans’ racism. Ricardo wrote regarding the lack of adequate support 

from the Chicago labor movement,  

  

The group in Chicago doesn’t defend us, it exists only to defend the Russians. And we 

are poor Mexicans. We are revolutionaries and our ideals are advanced; but we are 

Mexicans. This is our fault. Our skin isn’t white and not everyone is capable of 

comprehending that also beneath our skin there are nerves, a heart, and a brain.
47

 

 

Clearly the Magonistas had little hope that the American working class, which they perceived as 

conservative, cautious, and racist, would offer much support to the anarchist revolution that they 

were working to foster in Mexico.  

 

The Madero Revolution of 1910 

 

Flores Magón’s plans for revolution in Mexico were challenged in November 1910 by an 

unlikely rival revolutionary leader. In Mexico, Francisco I. Madero, recently the candidate for 

president, had called for a revolutionary insurrection to take place on November 10, 1910. 

Madero, a wealthy land owner and industrialist from northern Mexico, educated in Mexico, 
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France, and the United States, came from one of the country’s dozen wealthiest families, “the 

cream of the enterprising, northern Mexican landed elite.”
48

 He had been an early supporter of 

the Ricardo Flores Magón, Regeneración, and the Liberal Party. Camilo Arriga, a friend of 

Madero’s, had even succeeded in getting him to contribute $2,000 toward the publication of 

Regeneración. Madero wrote to Magón in early 1905 that he believed that Regeneración would 

help in the “regeneration of the Fatherland by arousing Mexicans in noble indignation against 

their tyrants.” He went so far as to say that he found “all of your ideas congenial.” Madero and 

Ricardo Flores Magón even collaborated in the draft of a manifesto urging Coahuila voters to 

exercise their rights in the gubernatorial campaign of 1905. Madero and Arriaga, however, both 

balked at the idea of armed revolution toward which the PLM was gravitating. 

 

Madero represented a different class, or better, a part of the capitalist class, with another political 

project for Mexico, one far different from Ricardo Flores Magón’s. Madero was a member and a 

representative figure of a section of the Mexican bourgeoisie who felt that Porfirio Díaz’s inner 

circle of Científicos and foreign industrialists had excluded them from both their fair share of 

power and of profits. These capitalists, bankers, industrialists and commercial farmers and 

ranchers, many located mostly in northern Mexico represented a modernizing bourgeoisie that 

wanted to break the power of Díaz in order to expand their own influence and control over the 

Mexican economy and society. While Madero had initially felt that he shared with the PLM the 

common goal of reforming the Díaz regime, overtime it became clear to him that he and Magón 

were not only on diverging paths but also represented alternative and antagonistic visions of the 

sort of society that should be created once the dictator was overthrown.  

 

Madero had become involved in politics following the violent repression of political dissidents in 

1903 by Bernardo Reyes, the governor of Nuevo Leon. In response, Madero founded the Benito 

Juárez Liberal Club, ran for local office and lost, but then began to put his money into the 

organization of other liberal clubs and the establishment of opposition newspapers such as El 

Demócrata. Madero and his friends in the Benito Juárez Liberal Club became involved in the 

Coahuila gubernatorial elections of 1905, but were again defeated. It was at this time that he also 

contributed to Regeneración. Then, Porfirio Díaz, in an interview with American journalist 

James Creelman published in Pearson’s Magazine in February 1908, suggested that Mexico was 

ready for democracy, that 1910 elections would be free and fair, and he implied that he was 

ready to step down.  

 

Believing that the time to act had come to act, Madero decided to put forth his own vision of a 

post-Díaz Mexico in a book which would launch his own bid for the presidency. Madero’s book, 

Political Succession and Effective Suffrage, published in 1910, argued that militarism had been 

the bane of Mexico’s history. Madero argued that military leaders had repeatedly throughout the 

country’s history established dictatorial power, Díaz being the most recent. Militarism had 

distorted Mexico’s history; the country, he argued, must return to a civilian and democratic 

government. The book called for the organization of a party standing for democracy with the 

slogan “Effective Suffrage and No Reelection.” The phenomenal success of his book launched 

Madero’s national political campaign for the presidency as the head of the very democratic 

movement that he had called for.  
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At the same time that he was writing his book, Madero was organizing his campaign. In January 

of 1909 he founded the Democratic Party and by May he had established the Anti-reelectionist 

headquarters in Mexico City. In June he hired the brilliant young philosopher José Vasconcelos 

to edit El Anti-Reeleccionista. This was accompanied by the founding of his Anti-Reelectionist 

or Democratic Party. Madero began to campaign for the presidency, traveling throughout the 

country and speaking to crowds of thousands. He was not the only candidate. There was also 

Díaz who, after all, had decided to run again. The other major opposition candidate Bernardo 

Reyes, also running as the genuine Liberal, initially with a stronger organization, but within a 

year Madero had caught up with and surpassed him.  

 

While the core of the Madero following was a section of the haute bourgeoisie, its strongest 

social base was among the eight percent of Mexicans who could be called middle class, mostly a 

classical petty bourgeoisie made up of small businessmen, merchants, and professionals but also 

including corporate employees, directors and managers. By and large, Madero’s followers 

approved of Díaz’s economic program, but objected to the dictatorship. As Alan Knight writes, 

“Maderismo was…the expression of a rising middle class, comfortably well off, and demanding 

its place in the political sun.” Yet the laboring classes also supported Madero in large numbers. 

Workers—miners, railroad workers, textile workers, printers and electricians—backed Madero, 

and the support of artisans may have been even greater.
49

 Madero courted the working class, 

speaking in the mill towns of Puebla, Veracruz, and the Federal District. His supporter, the 

famous writer José Vasconcelos recorded that rather than attempt to win over the middle class 

political activists, “On the contrary, we began to organize mass meetings in the populous poor 

neighborhoods, especially with the working class, and our success surprised us and began to 

alarm the government.”
50

 Madero’s modest but progressive labor program called for pensions, 

accident compensation, and free association, that is, that is for the right to organize unions. This 

was enough to attract workers’ support. Historians agree that most workers were more likely to 

be supporters of the Liberal Madero than of the more radical Mexican Liberal Party.
51

 Workers 

supporting Madero developed their own “popular liberalism” that “equated the struggle against 

tyranny in the political sphere with that in the workplace,” though they seldom raised specific 

demands.
52

 

 

Díaz at first harassed Madero, threatening his financial and business interests, but by June, with 

Madero drawing large crowds, the dictator had decided that more serious measures were needed. 

Madero was arrested on charges of insulting the president and fomenting rebellion. The 

authorities also rounded up and jailed somewhere between 5,000 and 60,000 other members of 

the Anti-reelectionist movement and closed down the Anti-reelectionist press. Díaz naturally 

went on to win the primary elections. Having been defeated in the election, Madero was released 

from prison on bail and confined to the city of San Luis Potosí, but in October, 1910 he escaped 

from his guards, took the train to the border, and walked across the international bridge into 

Laredo. Once opposed to revolution as unnecessary and unpatriotic, he now set about to organize 
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one.
53

 At once he set up his political headquarters in San Antonio, Texas, began purchasing guns 

in the United States, and published his revolutionary manifesto the Plan of San Luis Potosí. 

Madero’s Plan, declared the recent national elections to be null and void, refused to recognize 

and called for the revolutionary overthrow of Díaz and the establishment of democracy in 

Mexico. While primarily a document demanding political democracy, it also called for the 

“restitution to its former owners of land that had been taken from them in an arbitrary fashion.” 

The phrase was powerful enough to begin to set in motion a peasant revolution that would 

eventually turn the country upside down. The proclamation called on the Mexican people to rise 

in revolution on November 10, 1910 at 6:00 p.m.
54

  

 

While some few groups did rise in rebellion even a couple of days before the appointed hour, the 

organizational infrastructure for the rebellion had not yet been created and the revolution was 

postponed as fighting units were organized, arms collected and plans laid. Finally, on February 

11, 1911, Madero himself left the United States and entered Mexico at the head of 130 fighters, 

attacking Casas Grandes, Chihuahua. He personally led the first major action of the revolution 

that would bring him to power in less than six months. While the early battles were all defeats, 

the Federal Army commanders failed to follow up on its successes and the Maderistas learned 

from their mistakes. Madero behaved courageously enhancing his public image and inspiring his 

troops.  

 

Madero’s Revolution Splits the PLM 

 

Five days before Madero’s revolution was scheduled to begin on November 10, 1910 as he had 

announced in the Plan de San Luis Potosí, the PLM issued a new manifesto urging its members 

to join in any pro-Madero uprisings, but to fight independently for the “economic revolution.” 

PLM members were warned that Madero’s was a “conservative party” and that they should not 

make “common cause” with his “personalist” movement. Members were assured that the PLM 

had not signed and never would sign any agreement with the Madero Anti-reelectionist 

movement. A new set of “General Instructions” intended to guide members actions in the course 

of the 1910 insurrection reminded them that they might join with Madero’s force in combat, but 

not in any political alliance.
55

 While sharing a common enemy in the Díaz government, the PLM 

made it clear that they did not view Madero as an ally but rather as an enemy, a class enemy. 

 

To explain his differences with the Madero revolution, in Ricardo Flores Magón published the 

“Manifesto to the Workers of the World,” the first major revision of the the PLM platform since 

the Program of 1906. The Manifesto began by explaining in broad terms the goals of the PLM: 

 The Mexican Liberal Party is taking part in the current insurrection with the deliberate 

and firm goal of expropriating the land and the means of production in order to hand 

them over to the people, that is, to each and every one of the inhabitants of Mexico, 
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regardless of their sex. We consider this step essential in order to open the way for the 

real emancipation of the Mexican people.
56

 

Then he attempted to put the Mexican Revolution in an international context. 

 This great struggle of the two social classes in Mexico is the first act of the great 

universal tragedy that very soon will have at its theater the surface of the entire plant, and 

whose final act will be the triumph of the generous formula Liberty, Equality, Fraternity 

which the bourgeois political revolutions have not been able to realize in fact, because 

they have not dared to shatter the back bone of tyranny: capitalism and authoritarianism. 

 Comrades of the entire world: the solution to the social problem is in the hands of the 

disinherited of the whole earth, and it requires the practice of only one great virtue: 

solidarity.
57

 

Ricardo also called for a “...world protest against the intervention of [foreign] powers in Mexican 

affairs...”
58

  

The PLM, with its underground organization—scores of local groups throughout the country, 

veteran fighters, and caches of arms—contributed to some of the important victories of the 1910 

insurrection between November 1910 and February 1911. Then between February and June it 

was simply swept up in the rising tide of Madero’s much broader and larger revolutionary 

movement with its myriad fighting groups and armies first of hundreds and then of thousands.
59

 

The PLM had twice attempted in 1906 and 1908 to detonate the revolution had finally arrived, 

but with the PLM headquartered in the United States, with little money, and too few leaders and 

cadres, by and large the PLM leadership found it difficult to have much impact on the course of 

the unfolding events, though they did have a strong organization in Chihuahua where the first 

major actions took place.   

 

The PLM Attack on Baja California 

 

With Madero’s democratic revolution threatening to eclipse the PLM’s anarchist movement, the 

Magonistas decided to launch a dramatic offensive: an invasion of Baja California from their 

base in the United States. The Magonistas had been hampered by the fact that their leadership 

remained in Los Angeles while the revolution was developing in Mexico; it was absolutely 

essential that they establish a headquarters on Mexican territory if they were to play a role in the 

developing revolutionary movement. At that time, Baja California was virtually unreachable by 
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land from Central Mexico, was sparsely populated with only 50,000 inhabitants in the whole 

peninsula, and had only a small number of government troops defending it. It was quite 

vulnerable to attack. Many of the Magonistas’ Mexican and Mexican-American members were 

located along both sides of the border and the PLM had an ally in the revolutionary syndicalist 

Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) which had members in California and Arizona. So it was 

decided by the PLM junta to launch an invasion of Baja California.  

 

The PLM junta sent a few men to reconnoiter the Baja California border in December 1910. 

Then on January 29, 1911 two PLM members—José María Leyva and Simón Berthold Chacón, 

both Mexican citizens—led the force of sixty men from Caléxico, California (in the United 

States) to nearby Mexicali, Baja California (in Mexico). The leaders were both committed and 

experienced PLM cadres. Leyva, who had been born in El Fuerte, Sinaloa, had been involved in 

the Cananea strike of 1906 and in 1908 had participated in an attack on Las Vacas, Coahuila. In 

los Angeles he had joined the Hodcarriers Union, working in construction. Berthold, born in 

Nacozari, Sonora, son of a German father and a Mexican mother, was a well-known Socialist 

activist in Los Angeles. They PLM quickly took Mexicali. From there the PLM troops moved on 

to Tijuana, population 150, and to Tecate and Ensenada which together with other villages in the 

region had a total population of 1,500.
60

  

 

The PLM found little support among the residents of Baja California for its radical revolution, 

but there was enthusiasm for their revolution on the American side of the border among 

socialists and anarchists. Jack London, the American socialist, issued a personal manifesto that 

was distributed at a meeting in the Labor Temple of Los Angeles organized by the IWW in 

support of the Mexican Revolution. London wrote: 

 

We socialists, anarchists, chicken thieves, outlaws and undesirable citizens of the United 

States are with you heart and soul in your efforts to overthrow slavery and autocracy in 

Mexico…All the names you are being called, we have been called. And when graft and 

greed get up and begin to call names, honest men, brave men, patriotic men and martyrs 

can expect nothing less than to be called chicken thieves and outlaws…I subscribe myself 

as a chicken thief and a revolutionary.
61

 

 

Emma Goldman, the famous American anarchist, visited Los Angeles and San Diego during the 

months of the PLM invasion giving speeches in support of the rebels. And Joe Hill, the 

American Wobbly, visited the PLM held territory in Baja California in late April where he 

witnessed conflict in May between PLM troops and Mexican federales.
62

 For America’s far left, 

the PLM-IWW alliance and invasion of Baja California was the cause of the hour, an expression 

of international working class solidarity, and the chance for a libertarian revolution in Mexico. 

 

The PLM’s Mexican forces numbering perhaps a hundred were initially supplemented by about 

an equal number of IWW members many of whom came from Holtville, a town in the Imperial 

Valley one hundred and twenty-five miles east of San Diego. Soon, however, they were joined 
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by “various soldiers of fortune, deserters from the U.S. Army and Marines, vagabonds, 

unemployed miners, vaqueros, bandits, etc.”
63

 At its peak, the PLM army in Baja may have 

numbered 500, but it was hardly a unified force. Over the next several months there would be 

constant tensions between the Mexican and foreign fighters, between the PLM and IWW 

idealists on the one hand and the soldiers of fortune and political opportunists on the other. The 

PLM had difficult in maintaining control militarily and politically over its forces in Baja 

California, men who occasionally carried out unauthorized attacks on Mexican towns. 

 

The PLM-IWW invaders seemed to lose sight of the mission, which was to establish a foothold 

in Mexico in order to launch a broader libertarian revolution. After the capture of Tijuana in 

May, one of the American commanders began to establish card rooms for poker and faro to 

attract tourists and provide income and jobs. The IWW members dreamed of establishing a 

utopian community in Baja California, a Tijuana commune, that might provide a model of a 

workers communist society. At times though, the invasion force became dominated by the 

foreigners who elected one or another soldier of fortune as their leader, some of whom entered 

into arrangements with American businessmen and politicians who had an interest either in 

investing in Baja California or in seizing it for the United States.  

 

Madero, meanwhile, infuriated by Regeneración’s attacks on him, had decided that he would 

never be able to work with the PLM and that he could not tolerate the existence of this anarchist 

toehold in Mexico. It was impossible, however, to send his revolutionary army against the 

PLM’s soldiers who had also risen in the rebellion against Porfirio Díaz. So Madero negotiated 

with the U.S. government to send by rail 1,500 veterans of Díaz’s federal army—which had gone 

over to the revolution—commanded by General Manuel Gordillo Escudero from Al Paso Texas 

to Caléxico, California to suppress the anarchists. At the same time, Madero sent several former 

Magonistas, member of the socialist wing of the PLM who had joined his revolution—Jesús 

Flores Magón (brother of the rebels Enrique and Ricardo), Juan Sarabia, José María Leyva and 

Jesús Gonzéz Monroy—to try to negotiate peace with the PLM. When such peace negotiations 

failed, General Gordillo’s federal troops moved, in taking Caléxico without a shot being fired 

and then proceeded to Tijuana, where, after a battle between his forces numbering 600 men aided 

by 150 mostly Mexican volunteers from San Diego against much smaller force, the PLM was 

completely defeated. The American volunteers who had joined the PLM crossed the border into 

the United States where they were arrested the U.S. military, while the Mexican radicals 

disappeared into the countryside. 

 

The PLM invasion of Baja California had proven to be both a military failure and a political 

fiasco. Ricardo Flores Magón and his junta failed to exert military or political control over the 

forces they had dispatched to Baja California. They could not control the leadership and could 

not keep the forces on mission, which was to establish a PLM base there. Ricardo Flores Magón 

himself declined to go himself to Mexico and to lead the revolutionary movement of which he 

was the head. Not only did some think him a coward, but his absence contributed to the defeat of 

the mission by failing to provide personal leadership. The presence of American and other 

foreign soldiers of fortune and their involvement with American businessmen and politicians 

discredited the PLM in the eyes of many Mexicans. Though Flores Magón never had any 

intention to separate Baja California from Mexico or to annex it to the United States, the damage 
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to the group’s reputation had been done.
64

 Flores Magón’s invasion of Baja also drove deeper the 

wedge between the anarchist and the socialist wing of the PLM, exacerbating the differences 

between the two. And it brought government repression down on the group.  

 

A New Wave of Repression 

 

As Madero’s forces were driving the PLM out of Baja California, U.S. government officials 

arrested Ricardo and Enrique Flores Magón, Librado Rivera and other PLM leaders and activists 

on charges of violating the neutrality laws. Flores Magón and the others were released on bail. 

The grand jury handed down on July 8, 1911 indictments against the PLM leaders on several 

counts of conspiracy to “hire and retain persons in the United States to enter service of foreign 

people as soldiers.” The PLM’s socialist attorney Job Harriman managed to delay the trial for a 

year. On this occasion, there was far less solidarity than in the past. The American Federation of 

Labor, the Socialist Party of America, and the Progressives had supported Madero’s liberal 

revolution, but they rejected the PLM’s call for an anarchist revolution. Only Emma Goldman 

and the anarchists and the Industrial Workers of the World stood by the Mexican revolutionaries.  

 

The PLM leaders’ trial took place in July 1912 in a hostile political atmosphere shortly after the 

confessed bombing of the Los Angeles Times Building in 1911 by iron workers John and James 

McNamara who had been sentenced to fifteen years in prison. The Los Angeles Times had 

worked to convince the public that labor unions, anarchists, socialists and bombers were the 

same and represented a common threat to the established order and public safety. The trial of the 

Magonistas itself was hardly fair. During the trial the government brought to the stand dubious 

witnesses who fabricated evidence about the PLM members’ activities, while the government 

would not pay to transport PLM witnesses to the trial. Outside the courtroom, allegations were 

made that industrialist John D. Spreckles had paid for the Mexicans’ defense, a charge (the 

veracity of which is unclear) which was obviously intended to discredit the PLM in the eyes of 

its own supporters. The jury found all five men guilty of conspiracy, four on three counts and 

one on two counts, and the judge sentenced them to one year and eleven months in the federal 

penitentiary at McNeil Island, Washington.
65

 Their arrest, trial, conviction and imprisonment had 

removed Ricardo Flores Magón, the PLM’s leading figure, and two of his most important 

lieutenants from the Mexican scene at a crucial moment. Their sentences shortened by four 

months for good behavior, they were released on January 19, 1914, by which time the situation 

in Mexico had changed dramatically. 

  

The Split in the PLM: Anarchists vs. Socialists 

  

The Madero revolution’s success directly challenged the PLM’s leadership and had quickly led 

to a split in the PLM that reached from top to bottom. The PLM’s attacks on Madero, 

proclamation of its anarchist program, and invasion of Baja California had only exacerbated the 

divisions between the two groups. Precipitating the split was the case of Prisciliano G. Silva, a 

PLM military leader who had come to the aid of Madero’s troops in Chihuahua but refused to 

recognize Madero as his leader. Madero had Silva arrested and disarmed, the beginning of the 
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Madero policy of disarming or otherwise neutralizing PLM troops.
66

 Ricardo Flores Magón 

responded with the article “Francisco I. Madero Is a Traitor to the Cause of Freedom” published 

in the February 25, 1911 issue of Regeneración. Magón wrote, “Mexicans: your ‘Provisional 

President,’ as he fancies himself, has begun to deliver blows against freedom. What will happen 

when the ‘Provisional’ becomes actual?”
67

 The PLM, while dominated by the Bakunin anarchists 

like Ricardo and Enrique Flores Magon, had always had other members who considered 

themselves to be socialists. Now, with the Madero rebellion gathering momentum, the socialist 

wing led by Lázaro Gutiérrez de Lara and Antonio I. Villarreal split off and went off to join the 

Madero forces. 

 

Lázaro Gutiérrez de Lara and other socialist in the Mexican Liberal Party (PLM) had a 

substantially different intellectual formation than the anarchists, having been educated in the 

European socialist tradition. Socialism as an organized political movement had first arrived in 

Mexico in 1888 with the German immigrant Pablo Zierold who worked in the Levien company 

workshop producing musical instruments. Zierold, who after coming to Mexico had remained in 

contact with August Bebel, Karl Liebknecht, and Rosa Luxemburg, both translated and wrote 

socialist articles and pamphlets about socialism. He was a founder in August 1911 of the 

Socialist Workers Party (PSO), later simply called the Socialist Party (PS). The party took its 

organizational and political ideas from the Spanish socialist movement where Marxist rhetoric 

provided a cover for reformist politics.
68

 During the Madero regime, the small PS met in a 

private house or in the tailor shop of one of its members. Among those who attended the 

meetings were Aquiles Serdán, Serapio Rendón and Lázaro Gutiérrez de Lara.
69

  

Mexican socialists were educated in the approach of German, Spanish, and other European 

socialist parties with their evolutionary outlook their emphasis on organizing labor unions and a 

socialist party that could win elections, a process which they believed would make possible a 

peaceful conquest of power.
70

 Nevertheless, given Mexican conditions, most importantly the 

dictatorship that made impossible the building of unions or a political party, the socialists had 

joined the PLM and participated in its insurrections. Reformist socialism thus mounted up, 

picked up its gun, and became part of a revolutionary movement. When Madero’s democratic 

movement appeared and found a national response, the socialists moved to join the larger and 

more moderate movement. Their relationship with the Socialist Party of America, may have 

facilitated that movement, though it is not clear whether the American socialists influenced the 

Mexicans, or vice versa. Gutiérrez de Lara and others who left the PLM to join Madero did not 
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simply become Maderistas, however; they remained socialists who had become critical 

supporters of Madero’s democratic revolution.  

After Madero’s military victory in the spring of 1911 and subsequent election to the presidency 

in November, the Mexican socialists—Juan Sarabia, Antonio I. Villarreal, Gutiérrez de Lara, and 

Soto y Gama—focused on organizing in the Mexican working class and participated in the 

workers demonstrations. The latter three organized a large demonstration on September 3, 1911 

to protest a government crackdown on the transport workers. They also participated in a 

demonstration on January 15, 1912 organized by Ezequiel Chávez (or Pérez) to support Madero, 

but Gutiérrez de Lara spoke out on the need for socialism. He also organized a labor group in 

Zacatecas and another in Nuevo Leon explicitly linked to the Socialist Party.
71

 

While founded in the image of European social democracy, under the impact of the Mexican 

situation and Mexican and American left and labor organizations, the PS evolved and turned in a 

different direction. After an intense debate on the issue in the pages of the party’s paper El 

Socialista, the organization voted to reject parliamentary politics in favor of economic action, 

that is, the organization of unions and strikes. The example of the Industrial Workers of the 

World (IWW) active in the mining regions of northern Mexico and of the Spanish anarchists in 

Mexico City may have helped to turn the PS away from electoral politics and toward 

revolutionary syndicalism. The party was also influenced, however, by the anarchists of Europe. 

While in Europe in 1910 to escape the repression in Mexico and the United States, Manuel 

Sarabia made contact with Jean Grave the French anarchist and publisher of Les Temps 

Nouveaux, for which Sarabia wrote some articles on the Mexican Revolution. He also renewed 

contacts with the Spanish-speaking left in New York, publishing verse and articles in Cultura 

Proletaria.
72

 

The PS, with its base among the former PLM members and its many contacts in the labor 

movement—among miners, textile workers, and various other groups in Mexico City—became a 

significant current in the House of the World Worker (COM), the principal labor organization 

established in the wake of the revolution. Between its founding in 1912 and its demise in 1918, 

the COM was the principal labor organization in Mexico with chapters in Mexico City and 

several industrial cities and towns. Socialists such as Soto y Gama, Santiago R. de la Vega, 

Refael Quintero, and [FIRST NAME] Pioquinto contributed to the COM’s newspaper El 

Sindicalista. Santibañez who had become editor of the PS newspaper El Socialista wrote at the 

time: 

Given the state of revolution in which the country finds itself, we will not deal with 

political issues…We will defend the working class and we will contribute to its 
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intellectual, more and economic betterment, understanding that a people that doesn’t 

advance disappears.
73

 

The Mexican socialists appear by 1912 to have become revolutionary syndicalists, organizing 

radical unions and eschewing politics, in a way that paralleled developments in other parts of the 

world, particularly in France and in the United States.  

The Socialists attitude toward the Madero government, at least in retrospect, can be seen clearly 

in The Mexican People: Their Struggle for Freedom written by Gutiérrez de Lara with the 

assistance of American socialist fellow traveler, journalist, and screen play writer Edgcumb 

Pinchon and published shortly after the overthrow of the Madero government and assassination 

of Madero himself in 1913. The authors devote almost the book’s 360 pages to presenting the 

Mexican Revolution as the culmination of a 400-year long struggle for freedom and social 

justice, relegating the Diaz regime and the revolution to the last 60 pages of the book. Gutiérrez 

de Lara and Pinchon credit the Mexican Liberal Party with representing the most important 

expression of that historic process in the first years of the twentieth century. They praise the 

PLM, recount the importance of the Cananea strike, describe the repression it faced, and recall 

the solidarity it received from the Socialist Party and the American unions, though they do not 

mention the anarchists.
74

 

Gutiérrez de Lara had left the PLM to support Madero, yet his discussion and analysis of the 

Madero government is scathing and even contemptuous.
75

 The Mexican socialist now argued 

that once in power Madero was fundamentally no different than Díaz, using his office to enrich 

himself and his family though his connections to foreign corporations such as Standard Oil.  

The new administration in short, represented neither the principles of the Revolution, nor 

even the theoretical reformism of Madero. It represented simply the private interests of 

the Madero clan. It is not a matter of surprise, therefore, that throughout this régime not a 

single measure was instituted tending toward the amelioration of the vast evils endured 

by the people since the Díaz cuartelazo of 1876.
76

 

The authors go on to discuss Madero’s failure to carry out either agrarian reform or to bring free 

elections and democracy.
77

 Madero as president, they write, was an utter failure: 
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Exponent of the Revolution by the will of the masses he found himself in fact merely the 

deus ex machina of the Scientificos [sic]. And he had neither the knowledge, will, nor 

understanding to extricate himself from his false position. 

Such was the man who had ridden to power on the crest of the Revolution. A 

constitutional President under false pretenses, his whole subsequent career was a denial 

of the popular cause.
78

 

Yet, they write, Madero’s regime served a useful purpose by exposing what his personalistic and 

self-aggrandizing politics actually mean. Now, they believe, the Mexican people understand 

better and demand both land and their rights. 

In this clarified attitude of the Mexican people lies the great hope of the present 

Revolution. No man henceforth can ride on their backs to power. They will go forward 

unwaveringly, irresistibly, until they have established the new social order. They have 

learned democracy’s great lesson, that the individual cannot assume the functions of the 

collectivity.
79

 

Thanks to this policy of the Maderos, the policy of Díaz before them, the Mexican people 

are engaged to-day in a clear-cut, uncompromising Revolution, and are not as they might 

have been, the partially contented victims of a capitalist reform.
80

 

The Mexican people they argued will now demand a real revolution which will end forever the 

rule of dictators and establish a democratic society: 

Ultimately must come a new Restoration—a new birth of Mexican democracy—but in 

happier conditions than in the restoration of Juárez. Then the world-proletariat knew little 

of the struggle of their Mexican brothers. Even had they known of that struggle, they 

were impotent to support it. They themselves writhed beneath the heel of an omnipotent 

plutocracy. To-day how great the change! Plutocracy stands bewildered before the steady 

resistless march of the world-millions of awakened workers. To-day as never before in 

the history of the class struggle, the cause of any of the most remote sections of the 

world’s workers is the cause of all. International capital can no longer throttle the 

freedom of the Mexican people with impunity. Their first attempt to repeat the atrocities 

of the past will involve them in a world-wide grapple with the modern army of liberty. If 

the workers of the world are true to their trust, the heroic struggle for democracy 

maintained by the Mexican people for the past one hundred years will end, and that 

shortly, in superb accomplishment.
81
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Gutiérrez de Lara and the other socialists, as their history and these excerpts so well show, joined 

Madero’s democratic movement, but never simply became supporters of Madero. While initially 

backing him, once he was in power and repressed the labor movement, they organized 

demonstrations against the government. They published newspapers that criticized his policies 

and proposed pro-union and socialist alternatives. When Madero had been overthrow, they 

published a scathing critique of his regime and its failing. What is surprising about this socialist 

critique of the Madero regime is that while raising the ideas of an international proletariat and a 

struggle between the proletariat and capital, the authors never argue for and hardly mention the 

word “socialism.”
82

 One suspects that they omit the word because they are writing for an 

American audience.   

Conclusion 

Ricardo Flores Magón, the Mexican Liberal Party, and their anarchist politics dominated the first 

stage of the Mexican pre-revolutionary period from 1900 to 1910 and it was with the Magonistas 

that American labor unionists, socialists, and anarchists identified in those years. The broad 

American support for the PLM was based in large part on its moderate program of 1906, a 

document which talked only about social reforms and not about social revolution. When 

Francisco I. Madero’s democratic revolution began in November 1910, the broad American labor 

left and the Progressives did not initially see any difference between Madero’s Anti-Reelectionist 

Party and the PLM. But when in 1911 Flores Magón issued his “Manifesto to the Workers of the 

World,” together with attacks on Madero and his movement, the differences became absolutely 

clear. The AFL, the Socialist Party, and the Progressives moved to support Madero, while only 

the American anarchists and the IWW continued to support the Magonistas.  

The collusion between the Mexican and U.S. governments in repeatedly arresting and jailing the 

Flores Magón brothers and other PLM leaders made it difficult for the anarchist revolutionaries 

to maintain their own organization and to establish and maintain solidarity with those on the left 

who did support them. Their imprisonment removed the PLM’s top leaders from the political 

scene between 1907 and 1910 and again between 1912 and 1914, crucial years in which the 

Mexican revolutionary movement grew and its political currents defined themselves. Imprisoned 

in the United States, the Magonistas failed to establish their own revolutionary headquarters in 

Mexico, while after he went into exile in 1904, Ricardo Flores Magón never again set foot in the 

land of his birth. To these issues must be added the misconceived and poorly managed invasion 

of Baja California which most clearly demonstrated the weaknesses of both the PLM and of its 

American allies. In Mexico, the invasion discredit them in the eyes of many of their countrymen 

and, in the United States, it provided a pretext for indicting, trying, and imprisoning them. 

Throughout these years American labor unionists in the AFL, the WFM, and the IWW, as well 

as the Socialist Party, supported the Mexican Revolution against Porfirio Díaz. American leftists 
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of all stripes believed that by doing so they were supporting a fight for democracy and for 

socialism. American workers and leftists spoke out, distributed leaflets, published pamphlets and 

books, held meetings, engaged in demonstrations of support, and in some cases actually joined 

the revolutionary movements, scores of Americans fighting with both the Magonistas and the 

Maderistas. One could hardly doubt the internationalism of those who risked their lives to join 

those they considered to be their brothers and sisters on the other side of the border. Once the 

Mexican revolutionaries divided, however, the solidarity movement also divided between those 

who believed that a capitalist democracy would have to precede a socialist society. We look in 

greater detail at how the American left understood the Mexican Revolution in the chapters that 

follow. 


